plains why it is expedient to use two distinct and dual discretization grids, it shows how they must be staggered
with the physics of the problem on regular and irregular for the role played by the weighting functions in finite elements.
grids. A final section devoted to an analysis of the discreti-
We discuss the intrinsic discrete nature of some of the factors apzation strategies adopted by the finite difference methods pearing in the field equations, underlining the exception represented by the constitutive term, the discretization of which is main-(FD) underlines the absence in the classical version of FD tained as the key issue for numerical methods devoted to field [4] of the distinct geometric flavor of FE and FV, suggesting problems. We propose a systematic technique to perform this task, how this reflects in the performance of formulas obtained present a rationale for the adoption of two dual discretization grids with it. New approaches to FD [13, 14] are also briefly and point out some optimization opportunities in the combined analyzed and commented selection of interpolation functions and cell geometry for the finite volume method. Finally, we suggest an explanation for the intrinsic For concreteness, in the course of the exposition we will limitations of the classical finite difference method in the construcalmost always refer to a steady heat conduction model tion of accurate high order formulas for field problems. ᮊ 1997 Aca-problem. The choice of thermostatics was made in order demic Press to present the results in a context which, for its simplicity, should be familiar to the widest possible audience. Nonetheless, the discussion applies to every field theory whose
INTRODUCTION
field equation admits a factorization in the spirit of the one presented in Section 2. Reference [5] shows that a To solve a field problem by means of the finite element great number of physical equations admit this factorizamethod (FE), we start by partitioning the domain of the tion. Moreover, even if our model problem translates in a problem into elements and assigning a certain number of boundary value problem, the analysis performed in this nodes to each element [1] . The starting point of the finite paper applies also to problems which translate in initialvolume method (FV) is very similar, but for the introducboundary value problems, the extension merely requiring tion of an additional staggered grid of cells, usually defining the introduction of the necessary time-like geometric obone cell around each node [2] . Despite the grid differences, jects. a system of equations fully equivalent to the FV one can be obtained with FE using as weighting functions the characteristic functions of FV cells, i.e., functions equal to unity
A DIGRESSION ON EQUATIONS
inside the cell and zero outside [3] . Once ascertained that particular FE weighting functions can be used to define 2.1. The Factorization of Field Equations FV cells, we can be tempted to ask if a similar role can be Let us start by defining the terminology adopted in this ascribed to generic weighting functions. This paper will paper, considering the case of thermostatics. Apart from show that we can answer positively to this question, pro-boundary conditions, the field equation vided we recognize that the cells defined by generic weighting functions are not necessarily crisp, but can be Ϫdiv( grad T ) ϭ (1) spread (Fig. 1) . The discussion to follow, while showing the relevance of algebraic topologic concepts in this field of investigation, throws some light on the nature of both ( is the thermal conductivity of the medium) constitutes the link between the unknown field (the temperature T ) FE and FV methods and underlines some optimization opportunities for the latter. In particular, this paper ex-and the given source field (the rate of heat generation ).
The Balance Equation
Given a balance equation in differential terms, its discretization amounts to writing it for domains D of finite extension. For thermostatics the correspondence is
where Ѩ stands for ''the boundary of.'' We will call local the equations and physical quantities of the differential case and global those of the discrete case. Note that the transition from local to global takes place without any approximation error. This happens because the balance equation does not require for its validity uniform fields, homogeneous materials or any other condition holding in general only in domains of infinitesimal extension. Let us express this concept by calling it a topological equation to suggest an idea of invariance under arbitrary homeomorphic transformations. For a topological equation, the dis- crete version appears therefore as the fundamental one, with the differential statement proceeding from it if additional hypotheses are fulfilled.
It is expedient to factorize the field equation decomposing 2.3. The Constitutive Equation it into three parts: balance equation, constitutive equation,
Contrary to the case of the balance equation it is generand kinematic equation (this last name is not standard and ally impossible to put in discrete form a local constitutive has only a mnemonic purpose, inspired by elasticity [1] ). equation without limiting its applicability to particular field An expressive representation for the factorization is configurations. This happens because a general form for a achieved with the diagram of Fig. 2 where, to allow the constitutive equation, valid over regions of finite extension, reader to think in terms of a field problem of his choice, can be given only if the field is supposed uniform and the conventional names were assigned to the physical quanmaterial homogeneous, which is generally not the case. tities.
The exact rendering of constitutive equations requires the This paper will show that the structure of the field equause of metrical concepts like length, area, volume, and tion exhibited in Fig. 2 finds a direct correspondence in angle, along with terms describing the properties of the the strategies adopted by FV and FE to replace Eq. (1) medium. with a system of algebraic equations. In the next three sections each factor of the field equation is examined in 2.4. The Kinematic Equation this discretization perspective.
The operator appearing in the differential kinematic equation of thermostatics is the gradient, and we know that its discrete counterpart involves a simple difference. It is therefore possible to state the kinematic equation in discrete form:
Here G is the global thermal tension, the domain is a line, and its boundary consists of two points. T(ѨD) is the difference of two temperatures (this will be considered in 
. A Formal Notation for Chains
To proceed in our treatment of chains, we need a reasonably compact notation for them. Let us start by labeling each oriented cell of the grid with a superscript univocally identifying it. The multiplicity with which the cell labeled i appears in a chain will be denoted by n i . With these choices we can represent a chain as a formal sum:
This notation has some link with the intuitive idea of composing a domain by ''adding'' its parts. A chain is in fact an element of a free module which has the cells as generators and chains generated by a given ensemble of cells can be added, subtracted, and multiplied by integers, allowing the algebraic manipulation of domains. In a 3D space the approximation involved in its discrete rendering. Figure 3 formal sum (4) can be used to represent ensembles of recapitulates our analysis of the discretizability of each oriented and weighted volumes, surfaces, lines, and points. term of the factorized field equation.
To prevent the use of many names for a unique concept, provided those geometric objects satisfy some additional condition (e.g., of being simply connected [7] ), topologists This topological equations, we introduce a tool aimed at the convention will be adopted and the notation adapted acrepresentation of discretized domains: the concept of cordingly, writing c (p) for a p-cell and C (p) for a p-chain (5): chain. In FV a balance equation is written for each cell of the grid. An implicit orientation of the cells is assumed,
(5) usually such that the heat generated is to be taken with positive sign (in contrast with the heat absorbed). We will
In conclusion, chains can be used to represent the discretized say that the cell is oriented as a source (opposed to a cell geometry of a problem. oriented as a sink). If we label a particular oriented cell as c, it is natural to denote the same cell with opposite 3.3. Grids and Cell-Complexes orientation by Ϫc. In this way we can represent an arbitrary ensemble of oriented cells belonging to the grid, by simply Consider a 3D domain discretized by partitioning it into attributing them the coefficient 0 (cell not in the ensemble), 3-cells. If the discretization is ''properly performed'' (in a 1 (cell in the ensemble with its orientation unchanged) or topological sense, that can be easily formalized [7] ), two Ϫ1 (cell in the ensemble with its orientation reversed). We can enlarge further the capabilities of this representation by admitting arbitrary integer multiplicities n for cells; this will permit, for example, the representation of a multiple loop (Fig. 4) . We obtain a collection of cells with integer multiplicity, an object that in algebraic topology is called a chain with integer coefficients [7] .
The concept of chain plays a fundamental role in the establishment of a point of view comprising both FV and FE, since we can interpret chains as the discrete counterpart of oriented domains with a weighting function defined over them (abridged below as weighted domains). In this interpretation.
3-cells intersect on a 2-cell or have an empty intersection, two 2-cells intersect on a 1-cell or have an empty intersection and finally two 1-cells intersect on a 0-cell, i.e., a point, or have no points in common. All these cells of various orders constitute what in algebraic topology is called a tridimensional cell-complex, and-when the cells of all orders are oriented-a 3D oriented cell complex. The presence of an oriented cell-complex is a prerequisite to the very definition of chains and was assumed implicitly in the former discussion. Note that to be a cell-complex, a discretization grid must satisfy certain conditions (which exclude, for example, overlapping cells). The term grid is therefore more general than cell-complex and will be used vestiges in the boundary of a 2-chain. to refer to discretized domains in a broader sense.
The Boundary of a Chain
chain composed again by two adjacent 2-cells with compatiThe boundary of a domain is a fundamental notion in the ble orientation but this time with different multiplicity (Fig. enunciation of physical laws and therefore it is advisable to 5b). When we apply to this chain the boundary operator, define this concept for the chains.
the common 1-cell receives from its two adjacent cells The boundary Ѩc (p) of an oriented p-cell c (p) is defined different multiplicities, the sum of which does not vanish. as the (p Ϫ 1)-chain composed by the (p Ϫ 1)-cells of To the boundary of our 2-chain, belongs in this case a 1-cell the cell-complex having nonempty intersection with c (p) , that we are used to considering internal to the subdomain endowed with the orientation induced on them by c (p) composed by the two 2-cells. [7] . Building on this definition, the linear extension (6)
In general, only in the case of p-chains composed by represents the procedure to calculate the boundary of a adjacent p-cells with compatible orientation and uniform chain as a combination of its cells' boundaries. multiplicity, the telescoping property works to cancel all the internal p-cells, and the boundary operator generates a (p Ϫ 1)-chain which lies on what we are used to consider-
ing the boundary of the domain individualized by the ensemble of p-cells appearing with nonnull multiplicity in the p-chain. This defines the boundary operator Ѩ, which transforms
The reason for this long digression on a seemingly minor p-chains in (p Ϫ 1)-chains and is compatible with the addipoint lies in our desire to interpret the weighted domains tive and the (external) multiplicative structure of chains; as continuous counterparts of chains. To build a complete in other words, it is a linear transformation of the module correspondence, it is mandatory to define (at least implicof p-chains into the module of (p Ϫ 1)-chains over the itly) the boundary of a weighted domain. The present result same cell-complex:
anticipates that with a weighting function that is not constant (on its support), the boundary of the corresponding
weighted domain will appear to be spread over the whole domain.
Boundaries with Internal Vestiges

FIELDS AND DISCRETIZED DOMAINS
In this section we will show that the boundary of a chain has certain peculiarities with respect to the traditional geo-4.1. The Representation of Fields metric notion of boundary of a domain and that only for particular chains do the two concepts coincide.
FE and FV discretize the domain of the problem; in this perspective we have reviewed some tools allowing a formal Consider first two adjacent 2-cells (i.e., having a 1-cell of their boundary in common) with compatible orientation description of discretized domains. We need a similar set of tools to describe the fields over such domains. The ap-(i.e., inducing on the common 2-cell opposite orientations) and both with multiplicity 1 (Fig. 5a ). If we apply the proach adopted can be better understood considering that, from an operative point of view, the continuous representaboundary operator to this 2-chain, we find that the common 1-cell does not appear in the result. This telescoping prop-tion of a field in terms of a field function is but an abstrac-
tion. This appears obvious as soon as we realize that from erty is a consequence of the opposite orientations induced on the common 1-cell by the two 2-cells. Now consider a a measurement we always obtain the value of a quantity associated with a finite region of space, i.e., a global quanc
(10) tity (for example, the magnetic flux associated with a surface of finite extension and not the magnetic induction in Inverting the orientation of a cell, the sign of the associated a point). In this light, a field function defined in a region quantity changes (11): of space should be considered an abstraction representing the measurements of a given global quantity that can be performed over all the suitable (which means ''with the Ϫc
(11) proper dimension and kind of orientation'') subdomains of the region. In this perspective, when we discretize a Finally, let us consider the behavior with respect to cells region of space, we are implicitly deciding to consider only multiplicity. We will present only the following heuristic a given subset of all its possible subdomains. Consequently argument. Given the magnetic field associated with a loop, we no longer need the full representation of the field-the if the loop is doubled, the field associated with it doubles. In local representation-but we can content ourselves with the same spirit it is reasonable to assume that the quantity a representation containing only the global quantities we associated with a cell with multiplicity n, is n times the are possibly going to deal with, i.e., those associated with quantity associated with the same cell with multiplicity the cells of our discretization. We emphasize the fact that 1 (12): such a representation does not constitute or involve any approximation of the field.
Cochains
Putting it all together we obtain Given a field problem defined in a discretized region, we have to deal with various fields which, as pointed out
(13) in the preceding section, reveal themselves as global quantities associated with suitable p-cells. For example, in 3D thermostatics the source field manifests itself as a rate of In short, the field associates a global quantity with each heat generation (or absorption) within oriented 3-cells, cell of the complex; a chain is a weighted sum of cells and whereas the flow field manifests itself as a rate of heat flow therefore the field associates a global quantity with each through oriented 2-cells. This means that to each 2-cell of chain; moreover, this association is linear over the module the complex, the flow field associates a well-defined value of all the chains constructed over the same cell-complex. of heat (8) and the same happens for each 3-cell as a For example, the heat source field manifests itself as a consequence of the presence of the source field (9): linear transformation of the module of the 3-chains into the field of the real numbers:
In algebraic topology, such a transformation is called a real-valued 3-dimensional cochain or, in short, a 3-cochain. We can therefore represent a field on a cell-complex as a
To emphasize the joint role of the domain and of the field function associating global quantities with all the p-cells in the generation of the global quantity, the representation of the complex having a given value of p and a given kind (15) is often used, of orientation (as will be explained in Section 5.2) both characteristic of the field. The global quantities can be
scalars (as in thermostatics, where they are values of energy or temperature, and in electromagnetics, where they are where C (3) is a 3-chain and Q
source is the heat source 3-values of charge or ratios of action and charge), vectors cochain, which is the representation of the source field (as in fluid-dynamics) or other mathematical entities.
over the cell-complex. In the same spirit, the heat flow Let us examine the properties of these functions. Confield q manifests itself as a real-valued 2-cochain Q
flow , sider first two adjacent 3-cells with the same orientation. Think of them as a 3-chain over a suitable cell-complex,
with multiplicities 1 for these two 3-cells and 0 for all the other 3-cells of the complex. The heat generated within the two cells is the sum of the heat generated within each and, in general, a field manifests itself on a cell-complex as a (not necessarily real-valued) p-cochain. We can reone (10): phrase all this, saying that cochains constitute a representation for fields over discretized domains. As field functions can be added and multiplied by a scalar, so can cochains defined over a same cell-complex. Collectively all these cochains constitute a module.
THE REPRESENTATION OF TOPOLOGICAL EQUATIONS
General Remarks
Consider the two topological equations of thermostatics (Fig. 2) . In their discrete form, both equations assert the existence of a relation between a global quantity associated with an oriented domain and another global quantity asso- The same distinction holds in every ''well-behaved''
(17) n-dimensional ambient space [9] . Note that the symbol which gives internal orientation to p-cells gives by definiSimilarly, the kinematic equation asserts the equality of tion external orientation to (n Ϫ p)-cells. This fact permits the tension associated with an oriented line and of a combi-the erection in an n-dimensional ambient space of two dual nation of the potentials associated with the two oriented cell complexes, with each p-cell with internal orientation points which constitute its boundary. Since the concept of of the first matched by a (n Ϫ p)-cell with external orientaan oriented point may sound unfamiliar to the reader, we tion of the second. shall consider to some greater extent the concept of orienFrom the existence of two kinds of orientation follows tation.
the need of two discretization grids, one with internal orientation and the other with external orientation (the im-5.2. Internal and External Orientation portance of this distinction of orientations and the benefits deriving from the adoption of two dual cell-complexes as Deriving the boundary of a cell and writing a topological equation requires the concept of orientation induced by grids, are usually underestimated [17] ). To refer compactly and unambiguously to them, the former will be called prian oriented domain on its boundary. This concept implies the possibility of comparing the orientation of the domain mary grid or-when the term ''cell-complex'' appliesprimary cell-complex; the latter will be called secondary with the orientation of the boundary. For example, in a 3D ambient space the source/sink orientation of a 3-cell grid or secondary cell-complex. Correspondingly we will speak of primary and secondary cells, chains, and cochains. (which is, in fact, an orientation with dichotomic symbols meaning ''in'' and ''out'') can be compared with the Let us consider how this distinction of orientation applies to some familiar case. In 3D thermostatics, the tem-''through'' direction which constitutes the orientation of the 2-cells lying on its boundary. To calculate the boundary perature is associated with internally oriented points, the thermal tension with internally oriented lines, the heat flow of a 2-cell oriented with a ''through'' direction, its boundary 1-cells must be oriented by means of a sense of rotation with externally oriented surfaces, and the heat generation with externally oriented volumes. In 3D magnetostatics around them, and this kind of orientation of a 1-cell can be compared with that of 0-cells endowed with a tridimen-the vector potential is associated with internally oriented lines, the magnetic induction with internally oriented sursional screw-sense, or vortex (Fig. 6a) . Similarly, to associate a thermal tension with a 1-cell, the cell must be oriented faces, the magnetic field with externally oriented lines, and the charge current with externally oriented surfaces. Note by means of a running direction along it. The boundary of such a 1-cell must be 0-cells with source/sink orientation. that a topological equation always involves quantities associated with domains that, being one the boundary of the This kind of oriented 1-cell can be the boundary of a 2-cell oriented by means of a sense of rotation on it and, in turn, other, have the same kind of orientation. Later we will observe that constitutive equations link quantities associthis 2-cell can be the boundary of a 3-cell oriented by a tridimensional vortex (Fig. 6b) .
ated with domains having different kinds of orientation.
We can now resume the discussion concerning the kinematic equation of thermostatics. If we represent an internally oriented line as a chain L (1) , the thermal field as a cochain T (0) , and the thermal tension field as a cochain G
( 1) , we can write the discrete kinematic equation (3) as
Incidentally, note that since the line induces a sourceorientation on its starting point and a sink-orientation on its endpoint, if originally the points are sink-oriented (as is implicit in calculus and, therefore, in the definition of 
(19) objects endowed with internal and external orientation, respectively.
Due to the fact that in heat theory, the points to which we associate temperatures are source-oriented, we have in-We can extend the definition of ͳ from single cells to stead generic chains of any order
͘.
(24) The possibility of this difference in the default orientation Equation (24) defines an operator ͳ, which is called the assigned to points in mathematics and in physics, is the coboundary operator and transforms p-cochains in reason for the presence of the minus sign in kinematic (p ϩ 1)-cochains (25). It can be shown [7] that it is a equations like g ϭ Ϫgrad T in thermostatics, E ϭ Ϫgrad linear transformation of the module of p-cochains into the in electrostatics, and of many other ''minus'' signs apmodule of (p ϩ 1)-cochains over the same cell-complex: pearing in textbooks of physics.
The Coboundary of a Cochain
͕C (p) ͖ Ǟ ͳ ͕C (pϩ1)
͖. (25) A topological equation asserts the equality of two global
Making use of the definitions of cochain and coboundary, quantities, one associated with a geometric object and the we can redraw the diagram of the factorized field equation other with its boundary. For example, on a discretized ( Fig. 2 ) with an explicit discrete representation for the domain we can write the heat balance equation (2) as fields and the topological equations (Fig. 7) . Note that we have defined the coboundary operator (21) without reference to any differential operator. The connection will be established in the next section. We can write this topological equation in a more compact way by defining a 3-cochain ͳQ 
. Coboundary and Differential Operators relation
In vector analysis there are familiar differential operators that act as the coboundary does. For example, the ͗c (3) , ͳQ
flow ͘ ᭙c (3) ʦ Cell complex. (22) operator divergence transforms a (vector) field that can be integrated over oriented surfaces in a (pseudoscalar) field In other words, the 3-cochain ͳQ (2) flow associates with each that can be integrated over oriented volumes, allowing the 3-cell the rate of heat flow that the 2-cochain Q (2) flow associ-substitution of ates with the boundary of that 3-cell. This definition allows the restatement of (21) in the simpler form (23), where
we no longer need to quote explicitly the p-cells nor to assert ''for all 3-cells,'' since both are implicit in the cochain concept:
with (compare with (21) and (23), respectively)
The operators curl and gradient act in an analogous way and enforces the corresponding weighted residual equation for each node n of the grid, endowed with a given weighting for the transition from oriented lines to oriented surfaces and from oriented points to oriented lines, respectively. function w n with support d n (3) : Therefore the coboundary operator can be considered as the discrete counterpart of the three differential operators
It indeed satisfies the property ͳ ͳ ϵ 0 (corresponding to curl grad ϵ 0 and div curl ϵ 0) and its The next step is the integration by parts of the left-hand converse which, on a simply p-connected complex, leads side of (31): to the construction of a ''potential'' [7] . On a pair of ndimensional dual cell-complexes the coboundary operator acting between p and (p ϩ 1) cochains of the primary
w n dv. (32) complex is the adjoint-relative to a natural duality between cochain spaces (see the Appendix)-of the cobounLet us give a geometric interpretation to Eq. (31) which dary acting between (n Ϫ p Ϫ 1) and (n Ϫ p) cochains of parallels the obvious one of Eq. (28). Equation (31) 
in the discrete operator properties that other approachesfor example, the Support-Operators method [13, 14]-are In the spirit of the divergence theorem we can write (33) obliged to enforce explicitly.
in the form To complete the parallelism between the coboundary and the differential operators, we should substitute a weighted volume to V in Eq. (26). We will show in Sections
dv ᭙n.
(34) 5.5 and 5.7 that integration by parts as is used in FE exactly fulfills this goal. Equation (34) constitutes the balance equations as written by FE. The undefined left-hand side term-an integral 5.5. Balance Equations in FV and FE over the boundary of a weighted domain-can be defined For FV, the enforcement of the 3D heat balance by comparing Eqs. (34) and (32): equation
Although the definition is an implicit one, it is apparent simply amounts to its application to each 3-cell of the grid. that, as anticipated in Section 3.5, the boundary of a With the discrete symbolism this amounts to weighted domain is spread over the whole domain d n (3) , except when the weighting function is constant on d
(29) which case the term containing grad w n on the right-hand side of Eq. (35) vanishes and no ''internal vestiges'' remain. Note that only global quantities are involved in these equaComparison of (34) with (29) shows that FE writes baltions; there is no need to work at this point with average ance equations that are very similar in spirit to the ones values of fields over cells, nor to involve in the topological written by FV; while FV writes them on crisp cells, FE equations the extensions of cells, as is often done in FV does it on spread cells (this parallelism can be a starting practice [10] .
point for enquires on the issue of quantity conservation in FE takes a small detour to discretize the balance equa-FE). Note that FV writes the balance equation in terms tion. In the case of weighted residues, the method starts of global quantities, whereas FE, making use of spread from the local version of the balance equation cells with spread boundary, is forced to use field functions defined over the whole domain. Despite this difference, neither FV nor FE discretize the operator representing the div q ϭ
actually a superposition of two distinct structures, a cell grid (usually the primary) and the elements mesh.
The Role of Integration by Parts in FE
In Section 5.5 an implicit definition for the boundary of a tridimensional weighted domain was given. By means of the identities employed to perform integration by parts, similar formulas for the other cases can be easily obtained. For 3D problems the boundary of weighted 2D and 1D domains are implicitly defined by (36) and (37):
grad w n ϫ A и ds (36) FIG. 8. The two grids and the elements mesh used in FV (the orienta-
T dp ϭ
tion of cells is not represented).
In both cases the 'internal' part vanishes only if the local version of the balance equation. Instead they resort weighting function is constant on d n . The deduction of the both to the global version of it, and with reason, since a corresponding formulas for 2D and 1D ambient spaces is topological equation applies directly to regions with fi-straightforward. nite extension.
The fundamental role played in FE by the technique of integration by parts appears, therefore, as a manifestation 5.6. The Two Discretization Grids and the of the necessity to operate with the boundary of spread Elements Mesh cells in order to write topological equations. Under this FV makes use of two staggered discretization grids ( 
q и ds (38) 1). Note that spread cells relative to different nodes of the same element, overlap, while the definition of cell-
A и dl (39) complexes does not admit cell overlapping. In any case, even if the characterization of a secondary grid is for them far from complete, the charge brought against FE of ''re-
T dp (40) ducing all to nodes'' must be reconsidered. In many cases, quantities apparently referred to nodes are, in fact, associ-
(41) ated with the spread cells surrounding the nodes or to their boundary. Weighting functions should not be considered As a final remark, observe that integrals defined over merely as analytical tools necessary to calculate residues, weighted domains should be considered Stieltjes' integrals. since they appear endowed with a significant geometric Lebesgue made the point in his celebrated lectures [12] meaning.
that, owing to its profound geometric meaning, Stieltjes' In addition to the discretization grids, an additional geointegral-and the implied concept of quantities associated metric structure emerges from the distinction that must be with geometric objects-should be the tool of choice for made between cells and elements. Cells are expedient to mathematical modeling in physics. discrete field representation, for we associate them with global quantities. Elements, as will become clear in Section 6. THE DISCRETIZATION OF 6.1, constitute the approximation regions used to perform CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS the transition from global quantities to local field representations, required by the FE and also by the FV discretiza-6.1. General Remarks tion technique of constitutive equations. In an n-dimensional ambient space, elements and primary n-cells often Constitutive equations connect the left and right columns of the factorization diagrams and represent therefore coincide, but it may happen-especially if the elements have internal nodes-that each element be composed by a bridge between field variables associated with primary cells and field variables associated with secondary cells. the union of more than one n-cell (Fig. 11) . So we have Topological equations and constitutive equations together The transition from the representation in terms of forms to the usual one requires the introduction of two reference compose the complete field equation and we know that from a discretized formulation of a field problem we usually entities: a metric tensor (from which derives also a unit volume) and a screw-sense [9] . obtain only an approximation to the solution obtainable (at least potentially) from the local formulation. Therefore, Due to the metrical nature of constitutive equations we know that a metric tensor must appear in their local having stated that topological equations admit exact discrete representation, we can conclude by means of a reduc-representation. A real algebraic relation between the fields-a constitutive tensor composed by the metric tensor tio ad absurdum that the discretization of constitutive equations implies necessarily some approximation in the and some material parameters-is often considered a general enough representation, but for example, it is not adetransition from the local to the discrete model. The reasons behind this inevitable error can be understood by trying quate when the medium involves a nonlocal relation between the fields. The presence of the metric tensor in both a direct discretization of the local constitutive equation of thermostatics for an isotropic material:
the transition between the representations of fields and the constitutive equations, along with the erroneous assumption that constitutive equations are always representg ϭ q.
(42) able as algebraic relations, induce some authors to represent both with the same operator ૽. If this gives an elegant Calling Q flow the rate of heat flow through a secondary mathematical appearance to the formalism obtained, it is 2-cell c 2) . Note that in infinitesimal the local representation it is a transformation ⌳ which links regions and away from abrupt material discontinuities, all the field functions g and q and translates the properties of these conditions are automatically satisfied (except the orthe medium. As pointed out in the previous section, ⌳ is thogonality of cells, which is separately expressed by the a generic transformation, not necessarily representable parallelism of g and q implicit in (42)); this accounts for with a tensor: the success of local representations in physics.
Equation (43) and its validity conditions remind us that to write constitutive equations we have to take care-along g ‫ۋ‬ ⌳ q.
(44) with the properties of the medium-of extension, curvature, relative position, and other metrical characteristics Correspondingly, in the FV formulation the objects put in of cells. As noted in Section 2.3, constitutive equations relation by the constitutive equation are the two cochains possess a metrical nature, not merely a topological one.
flow .
(45) A local representation for fields which reflects the natural association of field quantities with geometric objects A natural representation of a cochain C (p) is the vector of endowed with internal and external orientation is given by its values ͗c
͘, i.e., the global quantities associated ordinary and twisted differential forms, with the operators with the p-cells of the complex over which C (p) is defined. appearing in topological equations represented by the exteWith this representation, if n 1 is the number of primary rior differential d [8] . For example, in thermostatics the 1-cells and n 2 that of secondary 2-cells, (45) becomes potential can be represented by ordinary 0-forms, the tension by ordinary 1-forms, the flow by twisted 2-forms, and the source by twisted 3-forms. For historical reasons the representation most widely adopted for fields with scalar
(46) global quantities uses instead scalars, (contravariant) vectors, and the three differential operators grad, curl, div. which corresponds to n 2 functions ⌳ i expressing the heat flow through each secondary 2-cell as a function of the thermal tensions across primary 1-cells. The simplest yet nontrivial form that (46) can assume is that of a linear transformation:
The generic coefficient ⌳ ij of (47) 
. The Structure of Constitutive Equations in FE
examples. We will not undertake the analysis of the compuTo write FE balance equations we need a local represen-tational properties of the algorithms obtained in these extation of the flow. As a consequence, in the model problem, amples. the objects put in relation by the constitutive equation will
To derive the discretized constitutive equation, FV and no longer be the two cochains G
(1) and Q
flow , but the FE resort explicitly to the local constitutive equation. For cochain G
(1) and the field function q, a 3D thermostatics problem, the two methods proceed as follows: an approximation g of the field function g is obtained directly from the cochain G (1) or indirectly (via the
(48) differential kinematic equation) from the cochain T (0) . The local constitutive equation g ϭ q is applied to g to obtain The first term of the link is a discrete representation, an approximate flow density q . Note that from the previous whereas the second is a local one; the link appears as a step we obtain an actual expression (with the coefficients kind of approximation of a field function. For this reason of T (0) as parameters) for the field function g and we can we avoid writing the FE link in general form, waiting for apply to this expression a generic transformation, for examthe definition of cochain approximation to do this. ple a tensor or an integral relation. Given q , FV integrates it over secondary 2-cells, to obtain the cochain Q
flow which 6.5.
Strategies for Constitutive Equation Discretization
is necessary for the enforcement of the balance equation ͳQ
source , whereas FE writes the balance equation In principle, any conceivable method capable of supplying a set of coefficients ⌳ ij for Eq. (47) is acceptable as in terms of q , of the source density , and of the weighting functions w which define the shape of the spread cells discretization strategy. For example, one could run a genetic algorithm having the values of the coefficients ⌳ ij as (Fig. 9) .
The final result is the establishment of a direct link exparameters and the fitness measure of each individual linked to the errors resulting from the solution of a given pressing the flow cochain Q . The ensemble of ''adaptation'' problems. Note that with the approach presented in this paper, once the domain is dis-fact that neither the intermediate fields g and q , nor the cochains G (1) and Q
flow appear explicitly in the final exprescretized the rendering of topological equations is univocally determined (in terms of coboundary). Therefore the sion of the balance equations (with the exception of their role in the enforcement of boundary conditions, which will only degree of freedom left is the choice of the discretization technique for the constitutive equations. Still, this be considered later) explains why the detailed nature of the discretization process and of its main obstacle-the freedom permits the construction of many algorithms, with different matrix structures and computational properties. constitutive equation-tend to remain hidden. Indeed, even in FV, an explicit expression for the discrete constituIn the following pages we will show how to approach in general terms the discretization of constitutive equations, tive equation linking G
(1) to Q
flow , is seldom given.
The reader should be aware of the fact that, depending FE, this corresponds to the distinction between nodes, or better, spread secondary n-cells, which are interior to the on the theory involved and the phenomena considered, constitutive equations can link quantities other than ten-element, and spread n-cells which lie on its boundary and are therefore in common with other elements (with the sion and flow (using the conventional names of Fig. 2 ) and that more than one constitutive equation can appear exception of nodes lying on the boundary of the problem domain). To write the balance equation for an interior simultaneously in the field equation. Moreover, the quantity occupying the position of the tension in the diagram secondary n-cell (crisp for FV, spread for FE) we need only the approximate flow density calculated within the might be no longer associated with 1-cells (this happens, for example, in 3D magnetostatics, where the magnetic element which contains the cell. Conversely, for secondary n-cells shared between elements, we have to assemble the flux-associated with primary 2-cells-takes the place of our conventional tension). In each of these cases the dis-contributions derived from the flow densities calculated within all the elements involved. As a consequence, to cretization procedure sketched above, which starts with the reconstruction from cochains of an approximated field interior cells correspond balance equations involving a minimum number of terms, namely only those correspondfunction, still applies with minor changes. The fundamental step is always the approximation of a continuous represen-ing to the temperatures of the nodes of a single element, whereas a very ''shared'' cell is characterized by a large tation of a field associated with p-dimensional domains, based on the information constituted by a p-cochain: an number of nodal temperatures appearing in the corresponding balance equation. operation indicated in Fig. 9 with the symbol Ȃ (p) , and called from now on p-cochain-based field function approximation or, concisely, p-cochain approximation.
p-Cochain Approximation
The idea behind p-cochain approximation is the natural 6.6. 0
-Cochain Approximation and Equation Assembly
extension to global quantities associated with p-cells, of the idea upon which 0-cochain approximation is based. For both FV and FE the approximation based on a 0-cochain is the usual point interpolation. Remember that For example, taking the 1-cochain G
(1) as starting point, we have the global quantity ''thermal tension'' on primary the kind of mathematical object associated with each p-cell (a scalar, a vector, etc.) depends on the kind of 1-cells and from this knowledge we want to build an approximation to the field function g . To this purpose, within cochains we are dealing with (scalar-valued, vector-valued, etc.) . For example, in electromagnetics the global quanti-each element we assign an approximation function ⌽ e , taking care to select it with the same vectorial nature of g ties are scalars and therefore only scalar-valued p-cochain approximation should be performed, avoiding instead the (note once again that it would be more appropriate to represent g as a differential 1-form). The number of demuch used interpolations based on nodal values of local vector quantities like E and H. As done until now, only grees of freedom of ⌽ e must be equal to the number of primary 1-cells within the eth element. If the approximascalar-valued cochains will be considered in the following.
In the case of thermostatics, the 0-cochain we start with is tion function is properly selected in relation to the element's shape, the values of G (1) on the primary 1-cells T (0) , i.e., the temperature values on primary 0-cells (which correspond to the nodes of the FE terminology). Within belonging to the element determine univocally the approximating function g e within it. In other words, while in each element we construct an approximation of the field function T by means of interpolation functions e , where 0-cochain approximation we ask the approximating functions e to take the values of T (0) on the primary 0-cells the subscript e indicates an approximation holding only within a particular element. As anticipated in Section 3.3, belonging to the element e, in 1-cochain approximation we ask the integral of ⌽ e on the primary 1-cells belonging elements play the role of approximation regions for the construction of a continuous representation T for the field to the element e to take the values of G (1) on them. The extension of this approximation technique to generic pfunction. The application to T of the differential kinematic equation first, and of the local constitutive equation next, cochains is straightforward. The procedure will be clarified by the examples in Section 8. is performed element by element. Note that a separate expression for T , g, and q is available within each element, It is worth stressing that with the point of view adopted in this paper, the reconstruction of field functions from but that to write the balance equations we must consider instead secondary n-cells (n is the dimension of the prob-p-cochains is only expedient to the discretization of the constitutive equations and is not made with the aim of lem), which can overlap more than one element. In the case of FV, it is therefore advisable to distinguish between obtaining an expression for field functions over the whole domain of the problem. In this light, the issue of interelesecondary n-cells which are completely contained in a single element (let us call them interior cells), and secondary ment continuity for approximation functions becomes the automatically satisfied requirement of consistency in the n-cells which lie across neighboring elements (Fig. 12) . For association of global quantities with p-cells, when this asso-mary 2-cell are the nodes of the element (remember that all these geometric objects are oriented, even if the orientaciation is made by pairs of adjacent elements.
More important than the mere technique of p-cochain tion is not represented in the figure) . If we take the route of 0-cochain approximation, we must define within each approximation, is the discussion about the pros and cons of its adoption (with p Ͼ 0) in place of 0-cochain approxi-element an interpolating function with the degrees of freedom appropriate to the four temperature values associated mation. When-as happens in thermostatics (Fig. 9) -both strategies are available, the choice is a matter of habit and with the 0-cells. For example, the bilinear polynomial (49) with its four coefficients and its geometric isotropy will do: taste, but there are field problems where there are no 0-cochains to base the approximation on. For example, in 3D magnetostatics the quantities which correspond to the p bil (x, y) ϭ a ϩ bx ϩ cy ϩ dxy.
(49) potential and the tension in the left column of Fig. 3 are the line integral of the vector potential A (let us call it ⌸) Obviously, if there are reasons to believe that a different and the magnetic flux ⌽, respectively. This means that we family of functions (for example, with exponential or ratiohave a 1-cochain ⌸
(1) and a 2-cochain ⌽ (2) , but no nal terms) is particularly suited to a given problem, the 0-cochains, to start the interpolation. From a mathematical choice of the approximating functions should comply with point of view we can always resort to point-interpolation this additional information. To perform the interpolation, based on nodal values of vector quantities like A and B. we need to know the extent of the elements. Let us call However, by so doing we will neglect the correct associa-⌬x and ⌬y the discretization steps and set a local coordinate tion of quantities with oriented geometric objects, losing system having its origin in a primary 0-cell of the element. its rich geometric content and strong adherence to the Writing T i, j for T(i ⌬x, j ⌬y), the T (0) -based 0-cochain physical nature of the problem. Therefore, the widespread approximation performed within the element e, correpractice of nodal interpolation of local vector quantities sponds to finding a bilinear polynomial T e,bil (x, y) which should be avoided and it comes as little surprise the fact satisfies the conditions that the idea behind p-cochain approximation is at the heart of some of the techniques adopted by the FE commu-T e,bil (0, 0) ϭ T 0,0 nity (for example, the use of edge elements [15] ), in order to prevent the appearance of nonphysical terms in the T e,bil (⌬x, 0) ϭ T 1,0 (50) solution. Note also that the p-cochain approximation ap-T e,bil (⌬x, ⌬y) ϭ T 1,1 proach avoids the traditional dilemma concerning the location of local vector field quantities, since it works with T e,bil (0, ⌬y) ϭ T 0,1 . global quantities that we know are associated with p-cells.
This gives 6.8. Examples
In this section, the theory expounded will be substanti-
ated with some example. For simplicity only 2D domains partitioned in rectangular primary 2-cells which coincide ϩ (T 0,0 Ϫ T 1,0 ϩ T 1,1 Ϫ T 0,1 )xy ⌬x ⌬y with elements (Fig. 8) will be considered. Later, the case of rectangular elements containing more than one primary 2-cell will be examined. We strongly emphasize the fact Applying to T e,bil (x, y) the differential kinematic equation that the theory presented in the previous sections applies g ϭ Ϫgrad T and the constitutive equation q ϭ g we also to nonorthogonal and to irregular grids, these cases arrive at require only an increased bookkeeping effort to take care-and only in the discretization of the constitutive equations-of the extension and relative position of cells.
⌬x In all cases, particular care must be applied in the placement of the discretization grids with respect to discontinu-
ities in the properties of the medium and singularities in the source term-for example, requiring their placement along the boundaries between elements, so that the inter-ϩ(x, y) ͩ (T 0,0 Ϫ T 0,1 ) ⌬y polation functions do not impose too demanding continuity conditions.
With the choice of Fig. 8 , element edges coincide with
primary 1-cells, while the four primary 0-cells of each pri-where î and ĵ are the unit base vectors. A relation of this support of the weighting functions. This happens because the weighting functions define a spread secondary 2-cell, kind holds within each element; collectively these relations constitute the FE link between the primary 0-cochain T (0) which in general has a spread boundary. For example, consider Galerkin FE, i.e., FE with weighting functions and the field function q anticipated in Section 6.4.
In the case of FV, we have to reconstitute the secondary obtained assembling functions of the same kind of the interpolating functions. With bilinear interpolating func-2-cochain Q (2) flow from the field function q . To this end we must perform an integration of q on secondary 1-cells, and tions, the secondary 2-cells are spread over four elements (Fig. 1 )-which we call collectively d (2) -and we have this requires the definition of their position. This is the subject of cell optimization that will be discussed in Section 8. For the time being, let us just assume that the secondary Q
(x, y) dx dy (56) 2-cells are rectangular, symmetrically staggered with respect to primary 2-cells, so that each secondary 1-cell inter-Q
q (x, y) и dl (57) sects orthogonally in the middle a primary 1-cell (Fig. 8) .
With this choice, a secondary 1-cell lies across two elements and to calculate the flow Q (i, j)Ǟ(h,k) associated with it, we with the following defining relation for the r.h.s. of Eq. (57): need to integrate the approximated flow density q calculated over two adjacent elements. Let us call e 1 and e 2 the two elements involved in the determination of
w bil (x, y)q (x, y) и dl and q e 1 and q e 1 the corresponding approximate flow densities. Of course, the result of the integration depends on
grad w bil (x, y) и q (x, y) dx dy. the function (x, y) which defines the material. To simplify the calculations we consider a homogeneous material and (58) ⌬x ϭ ⌬y ϭ ⌬, obtaining the relation The balance equation is Q
and the final result (with ⌬x ϭ ⌬y ϭ ⌬) once again involves
the nine temperatures defined within the four elements which constitute the support of the spread secondary 2-cell Once a similar calculation has been performed for each 1-cell of the secondary grid, the balance equations can be
written. For FV this amounts to equating the heat source Q source c (2) ϭ ͗c (2) , Q (2) source ͘ within each secondary 2-cell, to the sum of the four heat flows associated with the 1-cells which choice of the weighting functions, which define the ''shape'' of the spread 2-cell. We obtain for each secondary 2-cell, the equation
Deciding to take the route of 1-cochain approximation, the first step requires the application of the discrete kine-Q
(55) matic equation. With all the primary 0-cells oriented as sources, the equation is
(61) which involves the nine temperatures associated with the 0-cells lying in the four elements which ''share'' the secondary 2-cell. The collection of these equations, constitute the In comparison to 0-cochain interpolation, note that by applying first the topological equation we defer the appear-FV linear system.
Writing the FE balance equation requires an integration ance of metrical notions like length and angle. The next step is the estimation of the field function g based on the of the flow density over all the elements belonging to the cochain G (1) . Within each element there are four primary 1-cells with their thermal tensions
FIG. 10. Mixed boundary conditions originate additional constitutive therefore we can choose as the approximating function a equations. In the thermostatics example considered here, they are due vector-valued function with four coefficients and suitable to the presence of a convective heat exchange across the boundary. symmetry, for example,
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We consider first the case of boundary conditions which The 1-cochain approximation amounts to requiring that assign some of the unknown (possibly discretized) fields the line integral of the approximating function g c,lin (x, y) along the boundary of the domain. For FV the enforcement performed on the four primary 1-cells be equal to the of this kind of boundary conditions requires simply the corresponding thermal tension:
positioning along the boundary of the proper kind of primary or secondary p-cells. The global quantities associated
with these cells appear as known terms in the final equations. In FE the cells and their boundaries can be spread;
to include the boundary terms in the equations we must assure that the weighting functions defining the cells do not vanish along the parts of the boundary where the fields 0, 1) are assigned. This is usually obtained with the placement of nodes along the boundary, but our analysis shows that
this is not mandatory. Note also that the boundary terms are naturally partitioned among bordering cells and not-as is usually assumed in FE-among bordering The result is nodes.
To explain how mixed boundary conditions fit in our
ͪ iˆdiscretization scheme, we must consider the physical phenomena which originates them. In thermostatics they can appear as a consequence of convective heat exchange
ͪ ĵ. across the boundary. We can write the rate of heat exchange as (65)
From here we proceed as for 0-cochain interpolation, obtaining the same final equation. It is worth noting that where ѨD conv are the parts of the boundary where the in the case of FV, we can write explicitly the discrete exchange takes place, h is the coefficient of convective heat constitutive equation. The prototype of the link is the ex-exchange, and T ȍ is the ambient temperature. To enforce pression this kind of boundary condition we have only to treat (67) as a constitutive equation valid on ѨD conv (Fig. 10) . The discretization of the new term proceeds for both FV and FE as described above for constitutive equations.
CELL OPTIMIZATION
In the examples of Section 6.8, we saw that once the primary grid, the elements mesh, and the approximation functions have been selected, in order to write the balance (66) equations it is necessary to set the shape of the secondary the temperature distribution within the elements we adopt the bilinear polynomial (49); we know (Eq. (51)) the result 2-cells. In FE, with the interpretation proposed in this paper, this corresponds to the choice of the weighting func-T e,bil (x, y) of 0-cochain approximation performed within the element. For reasons of symmetry, we can aim in our tions. The options available in the joint selection of shape and weighting functions are well documented in FE litera-search for higher order approximations in the calculation of the flow, at quadratic polynomials ture, along with the existence of optimal choices for particular problems.
In FV literature, on the other hand, there is seldom p quad (x, y) ϭ aЈ ϩ bЈx ϩ cЈy ϩ dЈxy ϩ Ͱx 2 ϩ ͱy 2 .
(70) mention of optimality criteria in the choice of cell shape. Instead, the cells are usually constructed on the basis of We can write the infinitely many polynomials taking the symmetry considerations and the very adoption of two temperature values of an elements' four 0-cells as staggered grid is often considered an oddity, justified a posteriori by the superior performances obtained [11, 16] .
T
y ⌬y The purpose of this section is to show that FV, like FE, can benefit greatly of a properly performed joint selection of approximation function and cell shape. The examples ϩ (T 0,0 Ϫ T 1,0 ϩ T 1,1 Ϫ T 0,1 )xy ⌬y ⌬y (71) to follow are not intended to exhaust the topic of cell optimization in FV, but only to attract interest to the prob-ϩ Ͱx(x Ϫ ⌬x) ϩ ͱy(y Ϫ ⌬y), lem. Therefore we will consider only 2D examples where, mimicking FE, a primary grid, the elements mesh, and the where the two parameters Ͱ and ͱ can take arbitrary valapproximation functions have been arbitrarily set and it ues. We must establish if there exists, within the element, remains only to define the shape of secondary 2-cells. a locus which can be taken as a piece of the boundary Moreover, as in the examples of Section 6.8, all primary of a secondary 2-cell and such that the flow through it, 2-cells and elements are rectangular.
calculated from all these quadratic functions, equals the The basic idea behind our optimization strategy is bor-one calculated with the bilinear function. rowed from polynomial approximation theory and can be As a first approach, we can look for a curve Ͳ(s) (s 0 Յ explained with the following 1D example. Given a real s Յ s1) lying in the element and satisfying in each point function f (x) defined on an interval [x 0 , x 1 ], a simple ap-the condition proximation of it is constituted by a linear interpolation polynomial f lin (x), taking the values f (x 0 ) and f (x 1 ) at the grad T e,bil (Ͳ(s)) и n Ͳ(s) ϭ grad T Ͱ,ͱ e,quad (Ͳ(s)) и n Ͳ(s) ᭙Ͱ, ͱ, endpoints of the interval:
(72)
(68) where n Ͳ(s) is the normal to the curve Ͳ in its point of parameter s. In addition, we ask the curve to constitute the boundary of a 2-cell, or to contribute to the formation The derivative of f (x) can be approximated by the derivaof such a boundary when joined with curves calculated in tive of the interpolation polynomial, but since this last adjacent elements. An alternative is to impose directly, derivative is a constant function, we expect this approximainstead of the equality of the orthogonal component of tion of f Ј(x) achieved by fЈ(x) to be of a lower order, the two gradients in each point of the curve, the equality compared to that of f (x) achieved by f(x). It happens, through the curves of the values of the flow calculated with however, that all the infinitely many quadratic polynomials the two approximating functions: in other words, in place f Ͱ quad (x), taking the values f (x 0 ) and f (x 1 ) in x 0 , x 1 , of (72) we can impose
e,quad (Ͳ(s)) и n Ͳ(s) ds ᭙Ͱ, ͱ, have a derivative which in the central point x c ϭ (x 0 ϩ x 1 )/2 of the interval takes the same value of the with derivative of the linear interpolation polynomial.
Let us apply this principle to the example of Section q e,bil (x, y) ϭ Ϫ(x, y) grad T e,bil (x, y) (74) 6.8, having a primary grid with rectangular 2-cells which q
e,quad (x, y).
(75) coincide with elements (Fig. 8) . In this case to approximate This last formulation is more adherent to the spirit of FV discretization and imposes a lesser constraint on the variables of the problem but it appears more complex to apply. To keep things simple let us enforce Eq. (72). Giving to the curve Ͳ which constitutes the as-yet-unknown cell boundary, the parametric representation
we have the following cartesian expression for n Ͳ (s):
FIG. 11. Grids and elements mesh for biquadratic 0-cochain approxiSubstituting (51), (71), and (77) in (72) we obtain an equamation (the orientation of cells is not represented).
tion which can be reduced to
a primary 2-cell but is composed by four of them (Fig. 11) Applying 0-cochain approximation based on polynomials This means that the axes of symmetry of the primary (82) and (83), we obtain the field functions T e,biq (x, y) and 2-cells are optimal loci for the evaluation of the normal T Ͱ,ͱ e,cub (x, y). The optimization equation is flow and, therefore, for the placement of secondary 1-cells. The traditional symmetrically staggered secondary grid grad T e,biq (Ͳ(s)) и n Ͳ(s) ϭ grad T Ͱ,ͱ e,cub (Ͳ(s)) и n Ͳ(s) ᭙Ͱ, ͱ with 0-cells placed in the barycentre of primary 2-cells, (84) adopted tentatively in Section 6.8 (Fig. 8 ) in this case, is indeed optimal, in the sense that the results obtained with and gives rise to the equation (referred to a local coordithese cells using bilinear interpolation polynomials, have nate system with origin in the central primary 0-cell) the same degree of accuracy obtainable interpolating with complete second-order polynomials. In other words, the
) adoption of the optimal secondary 2-cells in place of generic ones, increases by one the rate of convergence of which is satisfied for arbitrary Ͱ, ͱ with the method.
As second example we consider a domain with the same regular primary grid as the first example but with a different y(x) ϭ Ϯ ⌬y
elements mesh; now each element no longer coincides with 1-cells on the axes of symmetry of the primary 2-cells (obtaining a regular secondary grid with cells of uniform extension) is not an optimal choice, i.e., will not give, using biquadratic interpolation polynomials, the degree of accuracy obtainable by interpolating with complete third-order polynomials. The ensuing absence of improvement in the rate of convergence, passing (unawarely) from optimal bilinear to nonoptimal biquadratic interpolation, may account for the widespread-but wrong-feeling that FV, while performing well with low-order interpolation, becomes less attractive for approximations of higher order.
Taylor Expansion Applied to the Determination of FV Optimal Cells
In the spirit of Eq. (72) and (84), we try to determine a locus for the secondary 2-cell boundary such that the approximation of the component of grad T(x, y) orthogonal to it is optimal. Suppose that the curve Ͳ which constitutes the boundary of the cell, is given the functional representation (76). Calling n Ͳ (x) the normal to Ͳ in its generic point, we can write the approximation we are trying to achieve as 
For reasons of symmetry, to a curve Ͳ with a parametric representation (80) there correspond the solutions x( y) ϭ k x ϭ Ϯ ⌬x/͙3, with their set of coefficients a i, j (x). With these curves we can construct the boundaries Ѩc i (2) of the optimal secondary 2-cells. Once the optimal cells are found, which is a mixed system of algebraic and differential equasubstituting the calculated coefficients a i, j in (88) we obtain tions. Equations (92) must be solved for the coefficients the expression of the optimal approximation of grad T и a i, j (x) of Eq. (88) and for the function y(x). To simplify
along the boundary of the optimal cells and then we matters, let us look for solutions only among curves parallel calculate the flux to enforce, finally, the discrete balance to the x axis, that is, with y(x) ϭ k y , where k y is a constant equation. we must determine. With these choices, (92) becomes
FV Optimal Cells and FE Superconvergent Points
The introduction of optimal cells should sound familiar to FE practitioners, reminding them of FE optimal fluxsampling or superconvergent points. In fact both concepts have a common root, but while in FE we look for isolated
(93) points where the value of the flow density is of higher precision, in FV we look for a higher precision global flow through secondary (n Ϫ 1)-cells forming the boundary of secondary n-cells. This makes the FV optimization task locally easier, because we look for a higher precision only for the component of the flow density (or for its integral) orthogonal to the (n Ϫ 1)-cells, but globally much harder, Writing (93) explicitly in terms of the a i, j s we obtain since we look for optimal bounding (n Ϫ 1)-dimensional loci instead of optimal isolated points. Therefore, while FE superconvergent points can be easily found for an ample category of cell shapes, it may well happen that with some choice of the primary grid, of the elements mesh, and of a Ϫ1,Ϫ1 ϩ и и и ϩ a 1,1 ϭ 0 (Ϫ⌬x Ϫ x)a Ϫ1,Ϫ1 ϩ и и и ϩ (⌬x Ϫ x)a 1,1 ϭ 0 (Ϫ⌬y Ϫ k y ))a Ϫ1,Ϫ1 ϩ и и и ϩ (⌬y Ϫ k y )a 1,1 ϭ 0 и и и и и и и и и (94) the approximation functions, there are no optimal loci capable of constituting the boundary of secondary cells. This is often the case for irregular primary grids, with the optimization strategy sketched above. In these cases it may be advisable to try a joint optimization of primary and secondary grids, or to content oneself with an approximawhich, solved for the a i, j s and k y gives two solutions: tion of lower degree for the constitutive equations. Note that while FE superconvergent points are used to obtain more accurate numerical data once the calculations have been performed, FV optimal cells permit setting an improved system of equations prior to the actual execution of numerical calculations. 
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS
FD approaches the discretization problem from a very different perspective than FE and FV. The classical FD discretization process aims to determine a local discrete of topological equations. This is reflected in the recourse to field functions and metrical tools in the relative discretiapproximation for the operator constituting the complete field equation. For example, in the case of thermostatics zation step, where global quantities and topological tools are more appropriate. Consequently the discretization ef-(for simplicity, with homogeneous and isotropic material) the field equation is forts are partially diverted from the constitutive equations, where they should be focused, in order to select a discretization for the differential operators and to enforce proper-ٌ 2 T ϭ (97) ties on it that the (univocally determined) coboundary operator satisfies automatically (see Section 5.4). and it is the differential operator ٌ 2 that FD tries to write in discrete terms. Performing on Eq. (97) the discretization steps for a nine-point formula on a regular grid with square 10. CONCLUSIONS cells of width ⌬x ϭ ⌬y ϭ ⌬, we obtain
We have shown that, introducing the concept of chain and that of spread cell, a strict parallelism can be built (0, 0)⌬ 2 ϭ (0T Ϫ1,1 Ϫ 1T 0,1 ϩ 0T 1,1 Ϫ 1T Ϫ1,0 ϩ 4T 0,0 (98) between the finite element method and the finite volume Ϫ 1T 1,0 ϩ 0T Ϫ1,Ϫ1 Ϫ 1T 0,Ϫ1 ϩ 0T 1,Ϫ1 ).
method. It appears that both methods can be better analyzed by distinguishing the topological and constitutive parts of the field equation and recognizing the intrinsic Equation (98), which is the optimal nine-point FD formula, appears in fact to be the traditional FD five-point formula discrete nature of the topological equations. A consequence of this is the realization that the discretization of for the laplacian. In other words, with the FD approach we are suggested to altogether ignore the four ''corner'' constitutive equations is the central issue in the construction of effective discretization schemata and the only place temperatures. Conversely, the optimal FV nine-point formula (55) (and also the FE nine-point formula (60)) for where the recourse to local representations is fully justified.
For topological equations a discrete representation for gethe same problem and the same discretization grid makes use of this information, assigning nonzero weights to the ometry, fields, and operators is preferable and, for operators, it is uniquely determined in terms of coboundaries. information carried by these 0-cells. This happens because the two formulas are aimed at different goals: the FV one This underlines the importance of the correct attribution of physical quantities to geometric objects with appropriate optimizes the approximation of the constitutive equation, and therefore of the flow, through the boundary of the orientation and dimension. To the lack of such attribution the poor performance of high order FD formulas for field secondary cells, while the FD formula constitutes an optimal approximation for the laplacian operator in the central problems and some troubles afflicting FE methods are ascribed. point of the patch. This local versus global approach is also apparent in the l.h.s. source terms of the two equations.
The paper also shows how the recognition of the opportunity of employing both internal and external orientation Differently rephrased, the classical FD approach gives an optimal solution to a problem which is not the one the constitutes a first argument for the utilization of two distinct discretization grids and it points out that the use of discretization methods for field problems are expected to face. This is the fundamental weakness of this approach, two dual cell-complexes as grids assures the preservation of the fundamental algebraic properties of topological opand it explains why it is difficult to obtain well-performing high-order formulas for field problems with it. Note, on erators. A distinction is made between the discretization grids and the elements mesh. It is shown that the latter is the other hand, that in 1D problems the balance equations are written for secondary 1-cells, the boundaries of which not a tool devoted to the representation in discrete terms of geometry and fields, but it is instead instrumental to are formed by 0-cells. Therefore, in this case the FD strategy which optimizes on points can coincide with the FV the field function approximation, which is a step in the discretization of the constitutive equations. A further argustrategy which optimizes on 1-cell boundaries. In this light the historical primacy of the FD approach for the discreti-ment supporting not only the distinction of primary and secondary grids, but also their staggered placement, lies zation of 2D and 3D field problems might be ascribed to this confusion between two different discretization para-in the minimization thus obtainable of the error implicit in the discretization of constitutive equations. digms and to an unfortunate choice of the wrong one in the generalization from 1D to higher dimensions.
With all this in mind, the choice of the grids and of the elements mesh, the enforcement of boundary conditions Other kinds of FD schemata-like the support-operator FD methods [13, 14] -discretize separately in a nonlocal and the whole discretization process can be conducted in a more systematic and efficient way and with close adherway the first-order differential operators. This approach would be similar to the one proposed in this paper, but ence to the physical nature of the problems, resulting in greater insight and better performance. for the failure to acknowledge the intrinsic discrete nature
